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RTDI SUMMARY PHASE 2

RTDI WAS A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO ADDRESSING
GAPS IN RURAL TOURING OF DANCE
RTDI was an important and highly beneficial strategic intervention into rural touring of
dance. It built on, and made the best of the existing infrastructure of, Touring Schemes and
promoters and systematically addressed the remaining gaps. RTDI epitomises the strategic
approach that was behind the introduction of the Strategic Touring programme.
RTDI RAISED THE STATUS OF RURAL TOURING AMONG DANCE COMPANIES AND
CREATED AN EXCEPTIONAL OFFER
All surveyed companies adapted the show to rural touring, mainly in simplifying the
technical requirements and reducing the get in time. All surveyed companies felt they had a
close relationship with the audience. All surveyed companies said the interaction with the
promoters was positive. All surveyed companies said RTDI affected their artistic practice.
“It is hard to put into words how special rural touring is. It is almost like visiting family you
haven’t yet met. In all the experiences we have had with this show, we have met people who
are doing the job voluntarily and so they are doing it with a passion. We have stayed in
people’s houses. It feels so opposite to how touring usually works where we don't even
meet the person who programmed the show. That adds to the quality of the work.” Artist
“There was never a moment when we didn't feel the presence and the support from RTDI.”
Artist
“An important tool for performers is to know how to care for an audience, how to listen to
them, what to give to them. Rural touring has given us greater skills to consider this in the
future. We really care about the audience.” Artist
“Through RTDI, I learnt how to scale things down without taking anything away. Actually you
use everything you have. RTDI gave me the opportunity to experiment with how to turn an
existing show into something more interactive and intimate. I have learnt that content can
be adaptable, without losing the integrity of the work. Still having high production values,
still maintaining the impact of the work, but with a reduced capacity.” Artist
“The importance of rural touring is more recognised due to RTDI.” Touring Scheme
IMPACTS WERE PARTLY POSSIBLE BECAUSE OF THE HIGH QUALITY OFFER
Altogether the two phases of RTDI collected detailed responses from 3,426, an important
and consistent picture of dance audiences.
Quality of experience is extremely high. 98% of audience members said the show was
enjoyable. 98% said the show was value for money. 96% of audience members said the show
was memorable. 94% of audience members said the show was long enough. 94% said the
show was thought provoking. The shows made 51% of the audience members feel happy,
61% inspired, 71% impressed and 31% connected to other people.
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99% of surveyed audience members rated the show as good or very good, which is even
higher than the figure for Phase 1 (97%).
RTDI ADDRESSED AUDIENCES’ MISUNDERSTANDINGS OF DANCE SO AS TO
RELEASE DEMAND
The main reason that audiences came to RTDI shows is because they wanted to see dance
(54%). The second most common reason is that they wanted to see something different
(41%). This is the same pattern as occurred for Phase 1 (50% wanted to see dance, 42%
wanted to see something different).
77% of surveyed audience members have never seen dance at the venue before, slightly
higher than the figure for Phase 1 (75%) and perhaps reflecting the expansion to a wider
group of venues. 88% of surveyed audience members said the performance made them
want to see more dance, which is slightly higher than the figure for Phase 1 (84%)
The main reason the show increased audience members’ interest in dance was because it
showed them a different side to dance – an answer that could be interpreted as meaning it
redressed misconceptions about dance. 71% said this, the same as for Phase 1.
More than half the surveyed audience members recognised the RTDI branding.
“I notice the numbers of people attending and I think we are getting larger numbers than
some dance centres. Dance needs to come out of a black box and into community spaces.”
Touring Scheme
RTDI MET THE NEEDS OF TOURING SCHEMES
All surveyed Touring Schemes said that RTDI was well organised and 90%+ said it was
sensitive to their needs, knowledgeable about rural areas, well thought through and
pioneering. All surveyed Touring Schemes said that the dance menu gave them the
information they needed on dance companies, explained the terms of the initiative clearly,
and excited them about the possibilities of dance.
“We haven’t had any companies that were disappointing. Shows have been consistently
innovative and interesting and well received. We would never have known of them and
without RTDI they would never have discovered us.” Touring Scheme
“Telling artists about rural touring was transformative for some companies and was useful
for us in terms of being able to shape or influence things like marketing.” Touring Scheme
RTDI BUILT THE CAPACITY OF TOURING SCHEMES AND PROMOTERS TO
PROGRAMME AND PRESENT DANCE
92% of surveyed Touring Schemes said that RTDI increased their capacity to promote dance
in particular increasing their contact with high quality dance companies, increasing their
knowledge of dance, increasing their skills in programming dance and stimulating local
demand for dance.
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86% of surveyed Touring Schemes said that RTDI has increased their interest in programming
dance performance. 76% of Touring Schemes said that RTDI has had a long term effect on
reducing barriers to rural touring of dance.
“RTDI had taken promoters and empowered them. That gatekeeper barrier has broken
down.” Touring Scheme
“RTDI has raised the bar on the quality of what we have been able to reflect. It has been
reflected in the enthusiasm of promoters and audiences. It has built expectations which will
be a problem if the programme does not continue.” Touring Scheme
“RTDI has given me confidence to programme dance. It has given me knowledge of
companies who are out there and amenable to rural touring. Over the last two years, I was
programming work that wasn't on the RTDI menu. I now have the confidence that we have
promoters who will support dance and audiences who will enjoy it. That has come directly
out of RTDI.” Touring Scheme
“Before RTDI, promoters were quite nervous about selecting dance. We didn't get many
promoters request it. In recent years more and more venues are willing to take a chance on
it. And venues who have never had it before requesting it. It isn’t always easy to get
promoters to try new things. That willingness to cross artistic genre is a telling sign.” Touring
Scheme
83% of promoters reported an increase in capacity, especially increased contact with high
quality dance companies and more local demand for dance. 84% of promoters said RTDI has
increased their interest in promoting dance.
“The financial support to allow us to present dance without box office demands. Working
with companies that are prepared for presenting in non-theatre spaces is brilliant. The
wraparound allows us to reach a broad audience. We could sell to the usual suspects but we
want the space full of people who don't ordinarily engage with touring dance.” Promoter
“RTDI has enabled us to get shows which we never would have even known about.”
Promoter
“RTDI allowed us to take risks in programming work that may be seem as difficult to watch
or hard to sell. The workshops have greatly supported our ability to engage younger
audiences. The scheme is allowing us to take risks with innovative exciting dance.” Promoter

RTDI ALSO PROVIDES A ROUTE TO HEALING THE
“BROKEN” TOURING MODEL
RTDI was a success on its own terms, in building the infrastructure for touring dance in rural
areas. That was evident at the end of Phase 1. However, events since then, partly revealed
from the pandemic, show that rural touring might also answer a wider need.
THE MODEL OF DANCE TOURING IS BROKEN
My evaluation of Surf the Wave in 2020 included 60 individual interviews with dance artists,
many of whom referred to the touring model being broken. The elements of this were:
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§

Many venues had insufficient understanding of, or valuing of dance, and so tended to
book short runs, typically one or two days.

§

This pattern of booking was not consistent with dance companies’ objectives for
wellbeing, environmental sustainability or connection with the audience. In many cases
the pandemic gave dance artists the first chance to get off the touring treadmill and
realise how exhausted they were.

§

Dance companies had limited control over marketing. They sometimes arrived to find
the publicity material they had provided had not been used. Short runs gave little time
for word of mouth or audience development work to boost bookings. The resulting low
audience figures reinforced venues’ preconceptions about dance being difficult to sell.

§

Dance companies were not fully renumerated for their work in devising, marketing and
touring work. This created financial hardship, especially for more established artists who
could not see financial progress, as well as a feeling of being undervalued.

RTDI was already progressing plans for long-term relationships/regionally based residencies
with dance artists during Phase 1. The insights from the pandemic have increased the
urgency of this model.
TOURING DANCE IN RURAL AREAS
Touring in rural areas offers substantial benefits. My other evaluations, such as that for
Crying Out Loud and Take Art on circus, confirm these:
§

In theory (subject to resolving the scheduling issues) rural touring can provide a series of
stepping stones between cities in a region, so that artists can develop a more satisfying
and potentially impactful touring plan.

§

The personal interactions with promoters and audiences and the rural (often beautiful
and varied) setting enhance artists’ wellbeing.

§

The invitation to adapt shows to different circumstances and audiences reduces the
pressure on companies to move immediately from one show to the next and can
enhance their artistic practice and increase the value for money of new product
development.

My 2020 Surf the Wave Evaluation found that: 68% of dance artists had changed their
presentation over the last three years (putting aside the experience of the pandemic) to
encompass a wider range of contexts, including more non-traditional venues. 88% of artists
said they were thinking about adaptability more than three years ago and 86% about
scaleability. All of these trends are consistent with an increased interested in, or applicability
of, rural touring. Neither STW nor RTDI can take responsibility for all these changes.
However it is to their credit that they embody and have supported trends that are arising
across the dance sector.
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INTRODUCTION
BACKGROUND

The RTDI Strategic Touring project was a partnership between:
§

Lead Partner: National Rural Touring Forum,

§

Partners: The Place, China Plate and Take Art.

§

Presenters: including 23 Rural Touring Schemes and voluntary promoters.

§

Venues: village halls and other rural venues.

PURPOSE
The purpose of the evaluation was to:
§

Produce qualitative and quantitative data that will form the basis for high quality interim
and final reports to Arts Council England.

§

Provide a structure and support with reflection on what has worked and what has not
worked with each element of the project.

§

Capture learning from the project to help to define project-level lessons and a model for
dissemination.

METHODOLOGY
Our methodology consisted of:
§

Conceptualisation using a logic model.

§

Paper survey of audience members.

§

Online survey of promoters.

§

Online survey of rural touring schemes.

§

Online survey of dance companies.

§

Online survey of rural Touring Schemes.

§

Learning meetings.
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CONCEPTUALISATION
INTRODUCTION

Evaluation is composed of four interlinked strands:
§

Thinking. Framing, focusing, conceptualising, interpreting, synthesising.

§

People. Motivating, training, involving, reassuring, listening, informing, influencing

§

Systems. Planning, gathering data, entering data on a computer, analysing data,
disseminating information.

§

Action. Making recommendations, implementing recommendation.

It is common for arts organisations and others to equate evaluation with Systems (methods)
and not plan for the other crucial elements of the system.
Evaluative thinking has these benefits:
§

Ensuring a clear direction. The process of creating a logic model helps to generate a
group consensus about the precise intended outcomes.

§

Creating a lean evaluation system. Being precise about intended outcomes and critical
success factors helps evaluation to focus on key questions.

§

Bringing the different elements of the evaluation system together. Articulating the
theory of change helps test the implied connection between actions and expected
outcomes, and results in a balanced evaluation system which covers both.

§

Testing the logic behind the project. The logic model session helps check that the ideas
behind the project are sound and it can identify potential hurdles in its delivery. Clear
thinking strengthens not just the evaluation but also the implementation of a
programme.

§

Ensuring expectations are realistic. The logic model shows the chain of logic and
therefore graphically illustrates the time lag between short terms outcomes, long term
outcomes and impact.

§

Customising the evaluation. The logic model helps ensure that the evaluation captures
what is special about the organisation.

§

Summarising the project. The logic model gives a concise description of the project in a
form that shows its rationale.

§

Providing a structure to capture organisational learning. Comparing what happens
with what was expected or planned leads naturally to questions about organisational
lessons.
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EXPLANATION OF LOGIC MODELS
A logic model is a visual depiction of a programme or project. Logic models were originally
developed and popularised by The Kellogg Foundation in the United States. By plotting the
different stages in a programme – the actions and assumed consequences (outcomes) - logic
models provide a simple but powerful way of interrogating the causality assumed by a
programme. Logic models are read from left to right:

Your planned work

Activities
If you have access to
resources then you
will be able to deliver
your planned work

Your intended results

Outputs

Outcomes

Impact

If you deliver the
planned activities
then you will be able
to give the planned
level of service and
experience

If you deliver the
planned service and
experience then the
participants will
benefit in specific
ways

If the benefits to
participants occur,
then changes to
society, the economy
or environment will
follow

LANGUAGE
This is our definition of the terms used in a logic model:
§

Resources are financial and non-financial inputs for a project.

§

Activities are the actions taken by the project.

§

Outputs are measures of effort to show that the project took place, and can be defined
from the supply side (number of events), or the demand side (number of participants).

§

Outcomes are changes in the attitudes, behaviour, skills, knowledge, motivation,
feelings, or aspirations of participants; or the culture, structures, systems, or processes
of organisations.

§

Impacts are the direct and indirect effects for society, the economy and the
environment.

LOGIC MODEL
This is the initial logic model for Phase 2:
ACTIVITIES
Artist
development:
Labs
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OUTPUTS
Number of artists
supported (labs
target 16: 3 R&D
Commissions)

OUTCOMES
Venues and Rural
Touring Schemes
increase their appetite
for dance, develop their
capacity to programme

IMPACT
Increased audience
for dance in rural
areas
Increased number of
dance companies
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Audience
development:

Number of shows
(target 198)

dance and reach new
audiences for dance

Commissions

Number of and
profile of
audience
members (target
13,260)

Audience members
increase their interest in,
and understanding of,
dance

Performances
Workshops
Youth residencies
Support for rural
promoters:
Go and See and
Mentoring grants
NRTF conference
showcases and
debates

Number of dance
ambassadors
(target 11)
Number and
profile of
participants in
youth residencies
(target 3,060)
Number of
participative
sessions (target
1119)

Dance and Rural
Touring
Networking
meetings

Dance menus

Touring booking
system

Media coverage

Dance
Ambassadors

Dance companies
develop their interest in
rural touring, and
increase their
understanding of and
capacity to deliver work
appropriate for rural
settings

produce work
suitable for rural
settings
Stronger
relationships
between the artistic,
audience and
programme
development people
on the supply and
demand sides of
touring

Participants and dance
ambassadors increase
their skills in
understanding, critiquing
and communicating
dance to other potential
audience members
The partnership
develops and
disseminates knowledge
about rural dance
touring

Partnership with
DanceEast, PDSW
& Arts Council
Wales
Enhanced
marketing
support

Assumptions:
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Rural audiences have misconceptions about dance that prevent them from being
proactive in attending.
Removing these misconceptions through strong marketing and relationship building and
reducing financial barriers will support and stimulate the rural appetite for touring of
dance.
Providing a range of work will encourage audience members to extend their taste for
dance: i.e. that people will attend more than one show.
Dance companies have misconceptions about rural touring.
Work will generally need to be adapted to be suitable for rural contexts.
Knowledge of dance will be increased by creating a national menu of dance.
The participation element will be linked to the shows: youth residencies will pull in new
audience members.
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PAPER SURVEY OF AUDIENCE MEMBERS
INTRODUCTION

We had 1,386 responses for Phase 2. We had 2,040 responses for Phase 1, so together the
ST project has provided important data on rural audiences for dance.
Seven Touring Schemes didn’t collect audience feedback using our form. The remaining 20
collected between 9 and 168 responses.
FIGURE 1: TOURING SCHEME
0%
Air in G - Gloucestershire
Applause
Artery East Riding
Artery/Live Lincs
Arts Alive ( Shropshire/ Herefordshire )
Arts Out West - Cumbria
Artsreach Dorset
Beaford Arts Devon
Black Country Touring
Carn to Cove
Cheshire Rural Touring Arts
Cornwall
Creative Arts East
Devon
Dumfries and Galloway Festival
Highlights Cumbria
Highlights Cumbria
Live and Local
NEAT
Night Out Wales
Rural Arts Yorkshire
Spot On ( Lancashire )
Strike A Light
Take Art Somerset
Theatre Orchard
Rural Arts Wiltshire
The Library Presents Cambridgeshire

2%

4%

6%

8%

10%

12%

14%

1%
7%
3%
0%
7%
1%
11%
11%
5%
9%
6%
0%
1%
0%
0%
12%
0%
4%
1%
1%
4%
1%
0%
9%
3%
3%
0%

The data covered 18 of the 24 dance companies who presented during Phase 2.
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FIGURE 2: DANCE COMPANY
0%

5%

Bgroup
Corali

10%

15%

20%

3%
1%

James Wilton
Joan Cleville

19%
1%

Lila

6%

Lost Dog

17%

Phoenix

6%

Shane Shambhu

10%

Tom Dale

2%

Uchenna

4%

Nikki and JD

7%

Mr and Mrs Clark

6%

Alleyne Dance

3%

Patfield and Triguero
Altered Skin

2%
0%

Protein

5%

Sadhana

0%

Dan Watson

0%

Sonia Sabri Company

0%

Joshua Vendetta Nash
Scottish Dance Theatre
Edifice
Jo Fong
Patfield and Triguero

25%

5%
0%
1%
1%
0%

Shows had between 2 and 263 responses.
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FIGURE 3: SHOW
0%

5%

10%

Confessions of a Cockney Temple Dancer

20%

25%

10%

Hansel and Gretel

4%

I- Infinate

2%

Juliet and Romeo

16%

Leviathan

19%

Point of Echoes

4%

Technicolour Everyday

1%

The North

1%

The Hotel Experience

7%

Windrush

6%

Knot

7%

Louder is Not Always Clearer

6%

A Night's Game

3%

Gibbon

2%

The Little Prince

5%

Blacklist/Figleaf

5%

Antigone Interrupted

15%

0%

Salome

1%

The Rest of Our Lives

1%

ENGAGEMENT
The main reason that audiences came to RTDI shows is because they wanted to see dance
(54%). The second most common reason is that they wanted to see something different
(41%). This is the same pattern as occurred for Phase 1 (50% wanted to see dance, 42%
wanted to see something different). The “other” responses, included people wanting to see
a live show after the pandemic, as well as interest in the theme or story and school
trip/relevance to studies (e.g., GCSE Dance).
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FIGURE 4: WHAT MOTIVATED YOU TO COME TO SEE THIS PARTICULAR SHOW?
0%
You wanted something to do on that date

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

6%

You trust the village hall/venue’s
programming

25%

You wanted to see dance

54%

You had seen the dance company before

10%

You liked the publicity or media coverage

18%

You wanted to see something different

41%

A friend influenced your choice

30%

You wanted to see a friend, who is in the
show

5%

Other

15%

More than half the audience travelled less than four miles to get to the show.
FIGURE 5: HOW FAR DID YOU TRAVEL TO GET TO THE SHOW?
0%

10%

20%

30%

Under 4 miles
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QUALITY OF EXPERIENCE
Quality of experience is extremely high. 98% of audience members said the show was
enjoyable. 98% said the show was value for money. 96% of audience members said the show
was memorable. 94% of audience members said the show was long enough. 94% said the
show was thought provoking. 71% of respondents said the show was relevant to them. Note
that I put in “relevant” as an option because it is less straightforward and so slows the
respondent down and reduces the potential halo affect (positive affect leading to ticking
everything positive without thinking).
Percentages are generally slightly higher than for Phase 1 (e.g. 96% said the show was
enjoyable, 97% said the show was value for money, 93% said the show was thought
provoking), although at these very high levels the potential for change is of course rather
limited.
FIGURE 6: WHAT DID YOU THINK OF THE SHOW? (AGGREGATION OF ‘YES, DEFINITELY’,
AND ‘YES, PROBABLY’ RESPONSES)
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

Enjoyable

98%

Thought provoking
Relevant to you
Memorable
Long enough
Value for money

100%

94%
71%
96%
94%
98%

The shows made 51% of the audience members feel happy, 61% inspired, 71% impressed
and 31% connected to other people. The “other” responses included exhausted, frustrated,
intrigued, unified, passionate, hopeful, disturbed, captivated, curious, scared, tingly, tearful,
moved, elated, stunned, fascinated and absorbed.
The pattern was similar for Phase 1: 54% happy, 62% impressed and 35% connected to other
people.
6% said the show was uncomfortable (8% in Phase 1), but some of the comments suggest
this was a reference to the seating in the venue rather than the emotional impact of the
piece!
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FIGURE 7: HOW DID THE SHOW MAKE YOU FEEL?
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Happy

70%

80%

46%

Inspired

61%

Excited

36%

Peaceful

12%

Impressed

71%

Proud

11%

Connected to other people

31%

Sad

14%

Annoyed

1%

Intimidated

2%

Bored

1%

Angry

1%

Confused

6%

Uncomfortable

6%

Other

60%
51%

Amused

Isolated from other people

50%

1%
5%

99% of respondents rated the show as good or very good, which is even higher than the
figure for Phase 1 (97%).
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FIGURE 8: WHAT DID YOU THINK OF THE QUALITY OF THE SHOW?
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

Very good

100%
87%

Good

12%

Mixed

1%

Poor

0%

Very poor

0%

I have turned the 787 comments about quality into an Infographic.
FIGURE 9: COMMENTS ON QUALITY

AUDIENCE DEVELOPMENT
88% of respondents said the performance made them want to see more dance, which is
slightly higher than the figure for Phase 1 (84%)
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FIGURE 10: DID THE SHOW MAKE YOU WANT TO SEE MORE DANCE?
0%

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Yes, definitely

63%

Yes, probably

Probably not

Definitely not

25%

3%

0%

No change, I am already very interested in
seeing dance

9%

The main reason the show increased audience members’ interest in dance was because it
showed them a different side to dance – an answer that could be interpreted as meaning it
redressed misconceptions about dance. 71% said this, the same as for Phase 1.
FIGURE 11: IF THE SHOW INCREASED YOUR INTEREST IN DANCE, WHY WAS THIS?
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59% respondents said they would pay £12-15.
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FIGURE 12: WHAT IS THE MAXIMUM TICKET PRICE YOU WOULD BE PREPARED TO PAY FOR
A DANCE SHOW AT THIS VENUE?
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More than half the respondents recognised the RTDI branding.
FIGURE 13: DID YOU REALISE THIS SHOW IS PART OF THE RURAL TOURING DANCE
INITIATIVE?
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PREVIOUS ATTENDANCE
77% of respondents have never seen dance at the venue before, slightly higher than the
figure for Phase 1 (75%) and perhaps reflecting the expansion to a wider group of venues.
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FIGURE 14: HAVE YOU EVER SEEN DANCE AT THIS VENUE BEFORE?
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40% of the 91 respondents from 2021 said they watched dance shows online during the
pandemic.
FIGURE 15: DID YOU WATCH ANY DANCE SHOWS ONLINE DURING THE PANDEMIC?
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93% of the 91 respondents from 2021 said they would much prefer to see dance live rather
than online.
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FIGURE 16: WHAT IS YOUR PREFERENCE AROUND WATCHING DANCE SHOWS ONLINE OR
LIVE?
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Nearly half of the 89 respondents for 2021 said a talk from the dancers or choreographer is
important to give them a great experience watching a show online.
FIGURE 17: WHAT ELEMENTS ARE IMPORTANT TO GIVE YOU A GREAT EXPERIENCE
WATCHING A SHOW ONLINE? PLEASE TICK ALL THAT APPLY
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More than half of respondents have travelled to another venue to see dance in the last year.
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FIGURE 18: HAVE YOU SEEN DANCE IN ANOTHER VENUE IN THE LAST TWELVE MONTHS?
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RTDI brought new audiences into the venue. 44% had not attended in the previous 12
months, which is even higher than for Phase 1 (37%). As mentioned above, most responses
were before the pandemic.
FIGURE 19: HOW OFTEN DID YOU GO TO THIS VENUE LAST YEAR?
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BACKGROUND ON THE AUDIENCE
88% of respondents said they attended with a partner, friends or family.
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FIGURE 20: HOW DID YOU ATTEND THE SHOW?
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The age group was relatively mixed. 16% of respondents were aged under 25 compared to
11% for Phase 1. This seems to be at least partly due to school groups.
FIGURE 21: PLEASE TELL US YOUR AGE
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As with many arts events, the audience had a higher percentage of women attending.
FIGURE 22: GENDER
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Respondents are 94% White.
FIGURE 23: ETHNICITY
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ONLINE SURVEY OF TOURING SCHEMES
INTRODUCTION

We had 38 replies from 27 individuals.

BACKGROUND
Respondents tend to have theatre/music backgrounds.
FIGURE 24: WHAT IS YOUR BACKGROUND?
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BELIEFS
All Touring Schemes said that there is an appetite for dance in rural areas (slightly higher
than for Phase 1, which was 96%). The percentage who said that there is a lack of quality
shows for dance in rural areas has fallen from 89% for Phase 1 to 66% for Phase 2. The
percentage who said dance is difficult to sell has fallen from 89% for Phase 1 to 55%.
Comments were that RTDI had changed the landscape. Several respondents commented
that the barriers were with promoters rather than audiences.
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FIGURE 25: DO YOU AGREE OR DISAGREE WITH THESE STATEMENTS ABOUT DANCE IN
RURAL AREAS?
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ACTIVITY
Even with the pandemic, 87% of respondents said they have programmed dance five or
more than times in the last three years (up from 71% for Phase 1).
FIGURE 26: HOW MANY TIMES HAVE YOU PROGRAMMED DANCE IN THE LAST THREE
YEARS?
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EXPERIENCE OF RTDI
Impressions of RTDI are very positive. All respondents said that RTDI is well organised and
90%+ said it was sensitive to their needs, knowledgeable about rural areas, well thought
through and pioneering.
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FIGURE 27: WHAT ARE YOUR IMPRESSIONS OF RTDI? (AGGREGATION OF ‘YES DEFINITELY’
AND ‘YES PROBABLY RESPONSES)
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“Brilliant! It's revolutionised our dance offer.”
“The quality of the shows is outstanding.”
“The initiative is fantastic and has really increased the volume of dance we can offer - we
feel it is vital to have a project lead such as this in place to nurture companies and help
broker conversations between companies, touring schemes and volunteer venues.”
All respondents said that the dance menu gave them the information they needed on dance
companies, explained the terms of the initiative clearly, and excited them about the
possibilities of dance. A couple of the Touring Schemes said they had had difficulties with
the tech requirements of dance companies.
“We've always found the information very comprehensive and clear, and well-thought out in
terms of practicalities.”
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FIGURE 28: WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THE DANCE MENU THAT RTDI PRODUCED?
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26% of respondents said it was easy to attract interest to RTDI shows compared to 14% for
Phase 1. Comments suggested barriers in terms of interest from promoters as well as
content, timing and social distancing.
FIGURE 29: WAS IT EASY OR DIFFICULT TO ATTRACT INTEREST TO RTDI SHOWS?
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“Our promoters don't want to be seen as dance promoters. They don't want to focus solely
on dance so we can't build an exclusive relationship with the art form. They don't just want
to be a dance venue. Timings have meant the programme has had to make a decision about
which show to offer and put that into our own menu. The menus have never synched with
our timings.”
“Some promoters very keen, but some shows felt very niche/challenging.”
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“Some promoters are not interested but many have now bought in. Building audiences is
happening but is sometimes a slow process.”
84% of respondents said they actively encouraged venues to take shows.
FIGURE 30: DID YOU ACTIVELY ENCOURAGE VENUES/VILLAGE HALLS TO TAKE ANY OF THE
SHOWS FROM RTDI?
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“We focussed in on shows we thought were marketable.”
76% of Touring Schemes attended RTDI’s previewing events. The showcase conference was
particularly important. 66% booked companies they saw.
FIGURE 31: DID YOU TAKE UP ANY OF RTDI’S HELP WITH PREVIEWING DANCE SHOWS?
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We asked if there were any lessons from lockdown going forward. Answers were:
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§

More cautious approach.

“Our audiences are seeking a good night out and our promoters want easy wins. Lockdown
slowed us down and enabled us to re-think our work. It has made our promoters cautious
and consider what really works for them. The additional elements which come with dance,
e.g.,, longer get in, unusual floorplan, harder sells all feel like an extra burden. Extra work
and extra communication adds to barriers.”
§

Need to support artists.

“Until at least the end of this financial year we're offering all companies that we book a 50%
non-refundable deposit if the event has to be postponed due to COVID, with the remainder
paid when the event happens.”
§

Being prepared.

“Have a strategy in place.”
“Being flexible and yet persistent often pays off.”
§

Changes in preferences.

“Outdoor events were popular and will be programmed in the future.”
§

Learning from virtual working.

“Hybrid approach to communication works well - Zooms etc - though we prefer delivery to
be live, with the exception for our creative writing offer which works really well digitally and
reaches more vulnerable, older audiences.”

OUTCOMES
92% of Touring Schemes said that RTDI increased their capacity to promote dance in
particular increasing their contact with high quality dance companies, increasing their
knowledge of dance, increasing their skills in programming dance and stimulating local
demand for dance.
“We have always programmed dance but it’s hard, with RDTI it has been easier with more
diverse choice and more suitable shows. Our promoters are not generally interested in
contemporary dance, they are more interested in shows that don't necessarily need to be
badged as dance.”
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FIGURE 32: SO FAR HAS RTDI INCREASED YOUR CAPACITY TO PROMOTE DANCE?
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86% of respondents said that RTDI has increased their interest in programming dance
performance.
FIGURE 33: HAS RTDI INCREASED YOUR INTEREST IN PROGRAMMING DANCE
PERFORMANCE?
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76% of Touring Schemes said that RTDI has had a long term effect on reducing barriers to
rural touring of dance. Comments emphasised that they would still need RTDI in the future.
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FIGURE 34: OVERALL, DO YOU THINK RTDI HAS HAD A LONG TERM EFFECT ON REDUCING
THE BARRIERS TO RURAL TOURING OF DANCE?
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“The subsidy element has been absolutely vital to reducing these barriers. We had quality
pieces that we just couldn't've afforded otherwise!”
“I am concerned that after the project ends, the interest will end and the original barriers
will come into force again. This is especially the case if the dance companies will not have
the RTDI subsidy and will therefore have to charge Schemes a full fee.”
Respondents were asked what RTDI does well. Answers were:
§

Finding companies and shows and brokering their relationship with Touring Schemes:
identifying excellent and diverse companies and helping them understand rural touring.

“Attract a variety of dance companies, introduce schemes & promoters to new companies,
enlighten companies about rural/urban touring schemes and the possibilities they an offer.”
“Programming is excellent.”
“High quality, diverse programming.”
“Collates a menu of amazing dancers.”
“The quality of the work is second to none.”
“Educate dance companies on rural touring, what they should expect. Bring fantastic, high
quality companies to rural communities.”
“Connects dance companies to rural touring and helps translate each other’s language.”
“Prepares dance companies for the rural touring circuit, whose venues/promoters and
audiences are usually very different from traditional dance venues.”
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“Curates the menu and works with the artists to present rural touring as an option to dance
companies.”
§

Supporting Touring Schemes: providing wrap-around support, being flexible and
accommodating, as well as knowledgeable about rural touring.

“The support from the marketing has been excellent. Really honest, up front and clear
communication.”
“Supports rural touring network and understands the constraints as well as the
opportunities to programme dance.”
“Wraparound support with engagement. Full tech support”.
“Marketing/publicity advice and support for companies.”
“The efficiency of the organisation of the whole scheme, menus, labs, contracting, tour
booking, support - the whole package. Plus the diverse partnership means the project is solid
across quality of company, track record of delivery, nationwide reach and understanding of
the sector.”
“Easily packaged offer to schemes.”
“Makes the booking process easy and pain-free.”
“Brilliant for sourcing incredible high quality performances that we otherwise would never
be able to programme and providing that important additional support with the artist
liaison.”
“Flexible and accommodating to our needs “
“Seek out the highest quality dance suitable for the rural touring, and give each scheme lots
of opportunities for conversation and support in order to make sure we get it right for our
scheme and rural area.”
“Is flexible with shows to meet local demand, offers a high quality menu, provides some
great workshop and residency opportunities, does a lot of promotion and marketing, is
organised by someone who really knows rural touring.”
§

Making the financial equation work.

“Subsidised fees to make events possible.”
“They have taken the risk for Schemes and their promoters.”
“Financial support for tours/workshops/accommodation etc.”
“Helps financially to make residencies, workshops and performances viable.”
“Offers schemes an accessible, affordable programme of high quality dance performances,
with supported participatory activity attached. It's a fantastic scheme which we love!”
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§

Strategic role.

“National initiative making structural change.”
“Sees the overall impact that working with both artists and venues can have.”
“Increase awareness of rural touring in the dance community.”
Respondents were asked what the Rural Dance Initiative could do more of or better.
Responses were:
§

Continue.

“Carry on into the far distant future.”
“Educating and informing dance companies about the reality of rural touring ... the Dance
LAB was such a brilliant way to immerse artists and producers in rural touring for a few
days.”
“Legacy building - not many of the dance companies that were in contact in the early period
of the RTDI have contacted us independently with suitable dance shows for rural touring at
an affordable fee.”
§

Expand and/or increase funding.

“Allow more than one date per show to build up a relationship and tour momentum.”
“More regional groupings of artists and dates, to allow schemes to have more performances
if required.”
“Extend the scheme to libraries.”
“We often struggle in the south east to find promoters who are willing to provide home stay
accommodation for company members. Having to arrange and pay for hotel accommodation
for what can be large numbers of cast and crew (and sometimes for more than one night) is
time consuming and very costly, and can make booking some shows prohibitive.”
“More shows for schemes, more variety (shows for children & young people), educating
more companies about the joys of rural/urban touring.”
§

Help to support schemes to develop volunteer promoters’ understanding of
programming and selling dance performances.

§

Increase companies’ understanding of rural venues.

“Convey needs of the schemes and promoters to the companies early enough so that they
can adapt/create work that meets these needs.”
“Companies still don't fully understand limitations around scale of performances and
creating good sightlines in village halls and so further training/education is needed here.”
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“The companies have frequently had lots of demands and taken up a lot of Scheme manager
time, if companies could be more self-contained with their shows needs and more
accommodating to the rural touring circuit that would really help.”
§

Widen the breadth of available companies on the menu, including some less challenging
work.

“It would be good if amongst the really high-end work, there was still some less ambitious
options for "first steps" for groups that have not yet sampled any dance work in order to
sustain and build the interest in the dance genre overall.”
“Commissions have been interesting but not quite hit the mark for us and our audiences.
Dance in general in our county, is under developed.”
“Advice and support to dance companies on restrictions if they want to work in libraries. We
would love to welcome dance but height restriction, physical space and get-in times have
precluded so far.”
§

Resolve practical issues.

“An issue with non-theatre spaces and dance can be sight-lines. Are there any innovative
solutions to creating raised seating? Or be mindful to programme work which doesn't
include too much floor work.”
§

Nothing.

“It's all wonderful.”
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ONLINE SURVEY OF PROMOTERS
INTRODUCTION

We received replies from 25 promoters for Phase 2.

BACKGROUND
Most promoters have a community background.
FIGURE 35: WHAT IS YOUR BACKGROUND?
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Seven of the 16 are dance ambassadors for RTDI.

BELIEFS
96% of promoters think there is a potential appetite for dance in rural areas. However, 92%
still said that dance is difficult to sell.
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FIGURE 36: DO YOU AGREE OR DISAGREE WITH THESE STATEMENTS ABOUT DANCE IN
RURAL AREAS? (AGGREGATION OF ‘AGREE STRONGLY’ AND ‘AGREE’ RESPONSES)
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ACTIVITY
64% of respondents have promoted dance three or more times in the last three years.
FIGURE 37: HOW MANY TIMES HAVE YOU PROMOTED DANCE IN THE LAST THREE YEARS?
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EXPERIENCE OF RTDI
Only 12% of respondents said it was easy to attract an audience for RTDI shows. 52% said
“mixed”.
“Dance is always a difficult art form to sell. I have no idea why because all the dance shows
we have had have been exceptional.”
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“Dance attracts our lowest audience. Sometimes the images provided do not make clear
what to expect.”
“School involvement made a huge difference in one show. The last one took lots of personal
visits to various organisation who seemed half hearted. The actual show was well attended
and very successful.”
“We work hard to attract our audiences - they don't just turn up. We get out and about talk
directly to them about shows. We use social media. The workshop elements are crucial for
bringing in group bookings.”
FIGURE 38: WAS IT EASY OR DIFFICULT TO ATTRACT AN AUDIENCE FOR RTDI SHOWS?
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35% of promoters had taken up support from RTDI. Half of these then promoted a company
they saw in a showcase.
FIGURE 39: DID YOU TAKE UP ANY OF RTDI’S HELP WITH PREVIEWING DANCE SHOWS?
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OUTCOMES
83% of promoters reported an increase in capacity, compared to 60% for Phase 1, especially
increased contact with high quality dance companies and more local demand for dance.
FIGURE 40: SO FAR HAS RTDI INCREASED YOUR CAPACITY TO PROMOTE DANCE?
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“The financial support to allow us to present dance without box office demands. Working
with companies that are prepared for presenting in non-theatre spaces is brilliant. The
wraparound allows us to reach a broad audience. We could sell to the usual suspects but we
want the space full of people who don't ordinarily engage with touring dance.”
“RTDI has enabled us to get shows which we never would have even known about.”
“RTDI allowed us to take risks in programming work that may be seem as difficult to watch
or hard to sell. The workshops have greatly supported our ability to engage younger
audiences. The scheme is allowing us to take risks with innovative exciting dance.”
84% of promoters said RTDI has increased their interest in promoting dance comparable to
the figure for Phase (83%).
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FIGURE 41: HAS RTDI INCREASED YOUR INTEREST IN PROMOTING DANCE PERFORMANCE?
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SURVEYS OF DANCE COMPANIES: THE SHOWS
INTRODUCTION
We have 12 replies.

TOUR BOOKING
The only challenge of tour booking were late booking and lack of clarity over who was
making the booking. Comments were mainly about the challenges of the pandemic.
FIGURE 42: DID YOUR COMPANY HAVE ANY PROBLEMS WITH THE TOUR BOOKING
PROCESS?
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“Tour dates were slotted in quite late in our process, particularly when organising print.
There was also a lack of understanding from some promoters regarding payment,
contracting etc. It was much easier when all contracts were handled directly with RTDI
rather than individually with venues.”
Companies said that having a project manager helped them, especially through encouraging
block booking and communicating knowledge of rural touring. One said that direct contact
with bookers would have been easier.
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FIGURE 43: WHAT WAS THE EFFECT OF HAVING A PROJECT MANAGER INVOLVED IN TOUR
BOOKING?
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Eight of the 11 respondents said booking was easier because of the project manager.
FIGURE 44: OVERALL, WAS THE TOUR BOOKING PROCESS EASIER OR MORE DIFFICULT FOR
YOUR COMPANY BECAUSE OF HAVING A PROJECT MANAGER?
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PRE-TOURING STAGE
At the pre-tour stage, five of the ten respondents had challenges, mainly lack of technical
information and time taken to redesign publicity. Comments were about contacts changing
and the need to adapt marketing and communications.
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FIGURE 45: WERE THERE ANY PROBLEMS IN THE PRE TOUR STAGE?
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“The contact for two out of the three schemes changed during the pre-tour stage. No one
person from either Scheme took on the responsibility, which meant that I started having to
liaise with many people which complicated the process and resulted in confusion around
what information needed to be communicated, where. These problems didn’t occur with the
Scheme whose contact remained consistent.”
“We would not call them problems more 'learning to diversify our way of communicating'.
The training from RTDI ensured we understood the social context of those involved in the
communities we were presenting work. We had to adapt our way of working so it was
flexible for the local promoters, village hall caretakers etc. This was valuable and has enabled
us to be flexible and versatile in all we do since being part of the tour. We did have a
MASSIVE learning on printing flyers/posters for RT - even our designers commented on the
learning.”
All companies adapted the show to rural touring, mainly in simplifying the technical
requirements and reducing the get in time.
“We built a set which would improve site lines for audience. Used props and audience
interaction.”
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FIGURE 46: HOW DID YOUR ORGANISATION ADAPT THE SHOW TO RURAL TOURING?
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More than half of the 12 companies found the pre tour stage more complicated than for
non-rural venues. Comments referred to the number of people to liaise with, the variation
between venues, the additional time to learn new situations and the late bookings.
“A little more complicated, as there were more people to liaise with and it took some time
to understand what their roles were, and to use appropriate language.”
“Difficult to pin people down, get answers, speak to the right people, get confirmation, get
accommodation information.”
“Complicated because it was new and very different to what we know. Now it wouldn't be
complicated because we have built our experience.”
“Each venue varies but there is a different attention to detail needed when touring to rural
venues as you are often not working with technical teams and get-ins are much shorter.”
“We tend to get everything organised quite a long way in advance, something which simply
wasn't possible with the lateness of the bookings. This lead to complications with tech and
advertising.”
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FIGURE 47: OVERALL, WAS THE PRE TOUR STAGE MORE OR LESS COMPLICATED THAN FOR
NON-RURAL VENUES?
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Seven of the 12 companies said the pre-tour stage gave a full picture of the restrictions and
opportunities of the venues. The rest said that promoters and venues varied.
FIGURE 48: DID THE PRE TOUR STAGE GIVE YOU A FULL PICTURE OF THE RESTRICTIONS
AND OPPORTUNITIES OF THE VENUES?
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“Some venues were very experienced and clear with this and some were still navigating this
with some information being missed.”
“It was different venue to venue but there were certainly a couple of surprises on arrival but
nothing we couldn't work around.”
“Some promoters weren't particularly clear on what the venues they were programming us
into was like. Despite our best efforts we turned up blind to some venues.”
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THE SHOWS
The main challenge was poor site lines.
FIGURE 49: WERE THERE ANY PROBLEMS WITH THE SHOWS?
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Notwithstanding this, 10 of the 11 respondents were happy with the quality of show they
were able to deliver.
FIGURE 50: WERE YOU HAPPY WITH THE QUALITY OF THE SHOWS YOU WERE ABLE TO
DELIVER?
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“The first venue had a piano on stage that we were unable to move and this compromised
the show. Our final venue was stunning. It’s a real mix.”
All 12 companies felt they had a close relationship with the audience.
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FIGURE 51: DID YOU FEEL THAT YOU HAD A CLOSE RELATIONSHIP WITH THE AUDIENCE?
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“The interaction and response with audiences made every bit of stress worth it. My entire
company loved it!”
All 12 companies said the interaction with the promoters was positive.
FIGURE 52: WAS THE INTERACTION WITH THE PROMOTERS POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE?
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Those with experience of the C&YP’s programme thought it contributed to audience
engagement.
“The two venues we didn't do workshops for had the worst sales. There was a very direct
link.”
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FIGURE 53: DID THE CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE’S PROGRAMME CONTRIBUTE TO
AUDIENCE ENGAGEMENT?
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Ten of the 12 companies said that wrap around activity is an important part of the show.
FIGURE 54: DO YOU THINK THAT WRAP AROUND ACTIVITY (E.G. TALKS) IS AN IMPORTANT
PART OF THE SHOW?
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“The show was extremely interactive so wrap around activities where not so important.
However we would have loved to delivered some!”

SUPPORT FROM RTDI
11 of the 12 companies felt that RTDI understood their company’s needs.
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FIGURE 55: OVERALL, DID YOU FEEL THAT RTDI UNDERSTOOD YOUR COMPANY’S NEEDS?
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11 of the 12 companies said the Rural Dance Initiative provided enough support.
FIGURE 56: DID RTDI PROVIDE ENOUGH SUPPORT TO YOUR COMPANY?
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“I found the additional support and mentorship from the RTDI particularly good for
navigating the more delicate conversations with schemes and for providing a clear guideline
for the expectations between schemes and company.”

OUTCOMES
Seven of the companies said their experience this season made them more interested in
rural touring. Four said they were already keen on rural touring.
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FIGURE 57: DID THE EXPERIENCE OF THIS SEASON MAKE YOU MORE OR LESS INTERESTED
IN RURAL TOURING?
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RTDI created work opportunities for the companies:
§

Four got additional tours/touring dates.

“We got bookings from DEDA, Derby, Ammanford Theatre, The Miners’ Wales and Babylon
ARTS.”
§

One raised their profile.

“It was more about contacts and reviews really which then helped with getting more work.”
§

One got a commission.

“I met the Artistic Director of a theatre company Claire Hodgson (Diverse City) and I have
gone on to work as Movement Director and Choreographer for their latest show Midlife.”
All respondents said RTDI affected their artistic practice.
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FIGURE 58: HAS THE EXPERIENCE OF RTDI AFFECTED YOUR ARTISTIC PRACTICE? PLEASE
TICK ALL THAT APPLY AND EXPLAIN
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“I have found scaling down existing stage shows for rural touring both an artistically and
personally valuable and enriching experience. The two shows we have so far adapted for the
rural touring circuit have grown immensely because of this scalable process. Both the
performers and myself have gained a greater understanding of the work, of the role played
by the audience and how to better connect with them; we have also learned how to turn
each of the logistical and contextual limitations of a rural venue into creative advantages and
added values for the show. There’s something truly unique about the connection you
establish with the locals by bringing and adapting a show for their village or town hall; this is
not just a visit, a gig, but a way to serve and empower a community (and their hard work in
keeping these small venue alive) through a shared artistic experience.”
“My vision has always been to make work that is accessible to a wide range of people. The
opportunity to tour on the RTDI allowed space for growth, some mistakes and growth in the
way I think about making shows. Also it really helped demonstrate how important wrap
around activity is. I think the biggest thing was marketing and communications. In the
beginning of this process we were looking at having copy for dance audiences and another
for RT/new audiences, we then decided to just go with one and use the copy for RT/new
audiences. We now think this way with all the shows we have. The universal language is key
for us and this is what we use.”
“The joy of taking work to smaller towns and villages matches our own ethos in terms of
making work accessible. The development of new work will now consider how this can be
presented using less tech but not impacting on the quality of the performance. We provided
much of our lighting in certain venues and this was a valuable lesson in what we needed,
what was essential and what would help in future. For posters we would develop clearer
show information based on feedback received.”
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LEARNING
Companies were asked if there was information about rural touring or these venues that
they wished they had known earlier. Answers were:
§

A clearer understanding of technical barriers.

§

Not from venues, but from hotels, a later checkout to give artists more rest time.

§

How to stop programmers making changes without consulting the company.

Respondents were also asked what advice they would you give other dance companies
touring through rural schemes. Responses were:
§

Allocate sufficient capacity.

“Get a tour manager with you to handle accommodation/food/schedules each venue is
different and its quite complicated.”
“Think about the role of driver - it's hard work. Can it be shared, or can that person be
scheduled rest times?”
“Check and double check print details before finalising. Of the 5 venues on our Autumn tour
4 sent back incorrect print details that would have gone unnoticed were it not for our
repeated proofing of things.”
“Don't underestimate the time it takes to set-up the tour.”
“It's a brilliant opportunity, but conversations can take more time than with regular venues.”
§

Gather information.

“I created a questionnaire for schemes and volunteers with loads of questions, this helped
gather important information about roles, venues, tech, washing facilities, local shops,
accommodation etc.”
§

Realise the importance of rural touring.

“That it is so important to take high quality dance to remote rural areas in terms of access to
culture.”
“Be open, be flexible, you will learn new things about yourself and team. Do not employ
divas on your team and make room for the delicious home cooked meals you will receive. RT
is like no other, the connection with audiences and the local promoters who make it possible
is priceless.”
“Most importantly - enjoy the experience!”
§

Build relationships.

“It's all about people!”
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“It's important to thank volunteers / hosts. We made cards & bought thank you gifts before
going on tour.”
“Make sure you give time and capacity to building strong, clear relationships with the
promoters as this will make the performance days much smoother.”
§

Ensure the show suits rural touring.

“Take the time to understand needs of venues and design the show accordingly.”
§

Be flexible.

“I think you need to have a team that can be really adaptable right down to the day of the
performance. There were some surprises on the road which could have been really stressful
for everyone involved if we'd not had an AD, a piece, dancers and a technical team that
approached everything with a solutions based mind set.”
“I think it's also worth noting that there is no 'typical' rural venue or 'one size fit all' way of
working with promoters and schemes and so those involved in the pre tour also must be
adaptable.”
“To be adaptable, open minded and friendly. We loved working with the individual venues
and the particular circumstances of each space. Each location offered something new and at
times challenging but it always came with great friendliness and sincerity. We were
delighted at the turn out in each venue and the willingness of each audience to stay and chat
about the work. Embrace these opportunities.”
“Be prepared for the unexpected. A number of the schemes were completely unprepared
for presenting dance, for example we received a call 4 days before a performance asking if
we could perform in a space 1/3 the size of our minimum requirement.”
“Don't make assumptions.”
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ARTIST FEEDBACK ON THE LAB
RESPONSES

We have five responses from the first lab. A Rural Touring Mechanics Lab also took place
online in October 2021.

APPLICATION
Artists were asked about the attraction of the project. Answers referenced the networking,
contact with audiences, and support:
“it’s a fabulous opportunity to meet key people, have help and be linked into the circuits we
want to tour to and people we want to work with. It’s organised and supportive.”
“To get our work into venues and in front of audiences that may not have the chance to see
the work elsewhere. To work with the agencies and be exposed to their thinking. To be on
the platform with the other artists. To make connections with audiences, artists, producers
and promoters beyond our usual sphere.”
“To take work to audiences that might not otherwise see contemporary dance and provide
high quality artistic visions in those spaces. “
“The ability to reach audiences that may not normally be exposed to this type of work.”
The four artists to new about the application process all said that it was definitely clear, well
organised, fair and an appropriate amount of work. None could think about any weaknesses
in the application process.

THE LAB
The five artists all said that the lab was well organised, at the right level of detail, useful for
networking, insightful and a good use of their time. Four of the five said it was well
structured and relevant to them, with the other artist saying “mixed” for these rather than a
negative response.
The strengths of the lab were:
§

The depth of information.

“So much valuable and useful information to help you plan best, with time.”
“A brilliant sense of togetherness and energy from the team. Also was VERY insightful.”
“Better understanding of how Schemes and promoters operate.”
§

Networking.

“Making personal connections with people in the sector.”
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“Lots of time for networking and getting to know other artists/people in the room.”
§

Time for reflection and planning.

§

Ability to see work performed in situ.

The weaknesses of the lab were seen differently:
§

Too long.

“Perhaps a little too long. Questions being asked by artists to the group that could have
been asked individually.”
§

Could be longer.

“Would have loved to work on the menu entry earlier in the sessions. Maybe spread the
same amount of information over a longer period (like three full days)”
§

Lecture style

“Presentation style of technical session.”
“Not enough interaction during some presentations - could have had tasks to engage us
more. I.e. marketing tasks to get into pairs and describe the work in two sentences or pair up
with promoters/schemes and artists to talk about specific things to do with our work.”

OVERALL VIEWS
Artists were asked if RTDI had generated any lessons. Answers were:
§

Audiences.

“Has helped me think about how best to tweak lots of different elements on audience
engagement, marketing and communications.”
“Creating good company conversations about inclusivity and appropriate wraparound
activity.”
§

Adaptation.

“The ability to be able to adapt work depending on context and location.”
The four artists who answered the question said that RTDI had increased their interest in
making work for rural contexts. Before RTDI, two artists did 10% of their work in rural areas,
one did 50% and one 90%.
Artists were asked if anything should be changed about RTDI and no suggestions were made.
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RESIDENCY CASE STUDY

WOOLACOMBE: PHOENIX DANCE
INTRODUCTION
I interviewed ten people aged 11 to 15 out of a group of 19.
ENJOYMENT
All interviewees said they enjoyed the workshops. Themes in responses were:
§

Dancing in a different style.

“We normally do flowing stuff. This is more active, more solid. It is more entertaining.”
“Learning about this new style which we have never seen before is really cool.”
“I like that it is different to what we normally do. Normally what we do is more lyrical. This is
more upbeat; a mixture of different things. It gives us it more variety.”
“It is more on the ground. It is just different. Change is nice.”
§

Seeing the thought processes of the dancers.

“I liked how we have breaks, when the dancers have thinking time, and do their own dance.
This shows us what it is like to be a dancer.”
“I enjoyed seeing the way the dancers think about the way they are dancing. How they are
putting together choreography for us to learn. They don’t just make up one thing and teach
it. They make it up as they go along. They do whatever feels right and looks good.”
§

Having time to practice.

“The teachers have been really good. They explain things, go over things if you don’t get it.”
“They make it look so easy, when actually it is hard. They break it down so we can do it.”
§

Finding something that works for everyone.

“Being able to do one style of dance in so many ways means everyone can be good at it.”
§

Being creative.

“I really like how it is quite creative. It isn’t all technique. There is a bit of freedom as well.”
“I enjoyed that we got to make up our own pieces.”
“I enjoyed being able to make it up without the teacher telling us what to do. Being able to
add anything you wanted. Showing all your favourite moves.”
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§

Receiving feedback.

“Afterwards they showed us what to do better.”
Interviewees were asked what they didn’t enjoy. Themes were:
§

Assumptions about prior knowledge or experience.

“We are street dancers, and the first time we came in there were loads of people in leotards
and the dancers mentioned third position. It felt a bit like a competition and I felt a big
insecure.”
§

Abrupt start.

“The dancers didn’t introduce themselves.”
§

Hanging around.

“I was waiting around when they were working out how to incorporate us.”
“When we are doing the dance, quite a lot of the time we are sitting out. There are quite a
lot of trios, little groups, so the people who are not in them are sitting out. We could be
using the time practicing, if there is the space.”
§

The level of dancing.

“I know it has to work for all ages but this hasn’t really challenged me. I would like it to be
more technical.”
Interviewees were asked what, if anything, is different about the workshops compared to
school. Themes were:
§

Informal atmosphere.

“I have enjoyed the teaching style. It is fun and relaxed. It makes the class more casual.”
“They are so much funnier and more entertaining. It doesn’t seem as formal.”
“It is nice to see how people think. They are always dancing and making silly noises. They
don’t get embarrassing.”
“In other dance classes we are working towards a show, so it is just drill and drill until it is
perfect. This is less pressured; more relaxed. It creates a nice environment to work in. So you
can relax and enjoy the class more.”
“They are relaxed but teach it quickly, they are really good at getting on and still teaching it
well.”
§

Playful style.
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“The teachers are not shouting instructions. They say: ‘Hey this is a good idea, let’s try that.’
They have been consulting us and asking us to choreograph our own pieces. It gives you
more experience as a dancer.”
§

Experimentation.

“They have those thinking moments and go dead silent. In lessons it is all planned out.”
§

Individual choreography.

“It is quite free. In ballet you have to have your foot in a particular place. Here you can style
it out.”
§

Commitment.

“Here everyone wants to do it. Not like in a Maths class.”
§

Rate of learning.

“The piece is really long, so it is harder to remember. Yet we have done it really quickly.”
§

Lack of mirrors.

“There are no mirrors. This is good and bad. When there are mirrors you can correct
yourself. However, sometimes it is a bit off-putting and you come to do it on stage and
realise you haven’t done it without mirrors before. It is freeing not having mirrors. And it is
easier not having to adjust for the show.”
§

Chance to observe others.

“In dance class, we are on all the time. Here there is more variety on who is on and off.”
Interviewees were asked about their view of dance before the workshops and any changes.
Themes were:
§

Self-expression.

“I never really thought of it as expressing yourself, for enjoyment. I assumed it was all for
show.”
§

The enjoyment of being a dancer.

“The choreographers make it sound as if they really enjoy what they do.”
§

Different styles and mixes.

“My views of dance are the same, but I realise that different dancers do different styles. I
haven’t done much contemporary before: I thought it was quite strict and I learnt it can be
quite free.”
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“You can do it in a lot of different ways, not just one. There are more types than I thought.
There are different ways of doing things, which makes you feel good.”
§

Ways to bring different styles together.

“There are so many different types, so many ways to do the same things. It felt nice bringing
all these different people of dance together to create something with different types all
together.”
“We always do a certain style of contemporary dance. We have the same teacher. You
realise there are different styles. We get to make up your own dances. You can put bits of
everything in it.”
§

Ways dance can bring people together.

“In dance, we interact with our feelings. Ballerinas and street dancers can come together to
do the thing they love in a style we haven’t seen before.”
Interviewees were asked if they were bringing people to the show and all said they were
bringing two or three people, mainly family.
OBSERVATIONS
My observations were:
§

The choreographers asked for preferences in the group, and took the views seriously e.g.
asking people to vote/raise their hand.

§

The choreographers oriented the dancers to the audience e.g. “It is almost as if you are
calling on people to join you.”

§

The choreographers explained how to do some moves e.g. how to get off the floor
easily.

§

The look gave a texture that was partly the result of the numbers involved. Do the
dancers gain from choreographing so many people?

§

The dance had a strong balance between consistency and difference, between technique
and individuality. I thought this gave a highly positive impression of youthful energy but
also of restraint/skill. Would dance be a way of helping older people to understand
younger people? To value their energy/attitude and see their self-imposed boundaries?
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ARTIST CASE STUDIES
MR AND MRS CLARK
INTRODUCTION
I interviewed Gareth Clark and Johnny Cotsen.
EXPERIENCE OF RURAL TOURING
Jonny said he had never heard of rural touring before connecting with RTDI. His first image
was of performing in a field!
Mr and Mrs Clark has been involved in rural touring for some time. Ten or eleven years ago
they adapted shows for Night Out in Wales. In 2012 they took a show to Edinburgh and
participated in a showcase on rural touring.
STRENGTHS OF RTDI
The strengths of RTDI were:
§

RTDI was open to work that wasn't just dance. This fitted Louder is Not Always Clearer
because it is an autobiographical tale with movement elements. The show didn't need
any changes. They had already designed the set so it was easy to move, almost flat
packed. They tour with a stage manager, so they are fairly independent technologically.

§

In the lab in East Anglia, Claire gave practical hands-on advice including how to present
and market the show to make it stand out in the menu. The meeting was also highly
beneficial in terms of the conversations with other artists. They are used to touring on
their own and enjoyed feeling part of something bigger.

“RTDI gave us a sense of camaraderie and togetherness with other artists.” Gareth
§

They appreciated the strong help from Claire in helping them to get bookings. Normally
this is Gareth’s job.

“Clare is very approachable and easy to talk to, and completely empathetic to the artist and
the artist’s needs. The pandemic closed everything and RTDI were immediately supportive. I
can’t speak highly enough of them.” Gareth
§

RTDI supported the company during the pandemic. For example, they helped Mr and
Mrs Clark present a live-streamed show in Falmouth University in March 2021, which
was important “to keep the show alive.”

§

They loved working with the promoters: “The schemes know their regions, it felt as if we
were talking to experts.” They felt very well-supported and almost all tour dates played
to a full house. Having an email exchange ahead of the show gave them greater
confidence in the arrangements.

§

They loved the audience. The people seemed to be cultural omnivores, ready to take a
risk on a new approach. This felt better than other settings where you might sense the
audience trying to pigeon-hole the work.
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‘I did feel the warmth of the audience. I am not a trained actor and I felt safer with this
audience because they really connected with me. I found that a big difference compared to
normal venues.” Jonny
§

RTDI pays the artists promptly.

§

The tour took them to the far reaches of the UK, which has helped to build the
company’s audience. Furthermore, the tour was structured so it fitted into city dates
they had already booked.

WEAKNESSES OF RTDI
The weaknesses of RTDI were:
§

Promoters and schemes varied in the support they gave the to Mr and Mrs Clarke. A
couple forgot to organise food, which was difficult in a rural setting because of the
distance to places.

§

Jonny promoted the show across his connections with the deaf community. Many of the
audience had a connection with the deaf community, for example through a member of
their family. However, more could be done to reach deaf audiences. Most of the deaf
community live in cities because of the proximity to hospitals and other services.

§

Some venues didn't understand what was needed in terms of BSL. They had a
contractual obligation to provide interpretation, but the person they engaged wasn't
always trained.

“Often the venues give the impression of never having seen a deaf performer before. They
didn't know what to expect.” Jonny
IMPACT ON ARTISTIC PRACTICE
The experience of RTDI has ratified the company’s love for working in unusual spaces. They
loved the closeness of the audience. Even the stage manager commented positively on the
experience: as a nonbinary person they can feel uncomfortable in the all-male environment
of a traditional back-stage.
“It is hard to put into words how special rural touring is. It is almost like visiting family you
haven’t yet met. In all the experiences we have had with this show, we have met people who
are doing the job voluntarily and so they are doing it with a passion. We have stayed in
people’s houses. It feels so opposite to how touring usually works where we don't even
meet the person who programmed the show. That adds to the quality of the work.” Gareth
Jonny added that touring takes him away from his own family, so to stay in people’s homes
and have homecooked meals is “beautiful”.
Rural touring makes the company more sustainable – able to create more complete tours by
having rural venues between urban centres.
Jonny emphasised the impact RTDI has had on his artistic development: “Being on the RTDI
tour developed me as an individual, it helped me develop my identify. There is nothing more
beautiful than seeing deaf people in the audience.” He is getting more recognised for the
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work he does. He has delivered a couple of keynote speeches, including one on rural touring.
He applied to the BBC and as a result made a filmed version of the show for Culture in
Quarantine.
AUDIENCE REACTION
I have 84 responses from audience members for Mr and Mrs Clark. 99% described the
quality of the show as good or very good. 99% described the show was enjoyable and
memorable.
“It was unique, insightful, original as well as emotive and entertaining.”
“An engaging performance which used humour to tell a personal story about the experience
of deafness. made you aware of how it might be to be deaf.”
“Thought provoking quite mesmerising, a lot to think about.”
“Chimed with my own experiences and felt shared.”
ROLE OF RURAL TOURING GOING FORWARDS
The plan going forward is to design each new show to be adaptable to different spaces,
supporting the company’s mission to take issue-based theatre to new audiences.

PROTEIN
INTRODUCTION
I interviewed Luca Silverstrini.
EXPERIENCE OF RURAL TOURING
Before RTDI Protein had never had a rural tour before. They had experience of touring to
rural places, and had worked with some of the schemes, but not in a structured way, going
from one rural venue to another.
STRENGTHS OF RTDI
The strengths of RTDI were:
§

Protein felt supported by RTDI throughout the process: “There was a lot of attention to
detail.” Even though the company was communicating directly with schemes and
promoters, the impact of RTDI was felt at every stage.

“There was never a moment when we didn't feel the presence and the support from RTDI.”
§

Rural touring was a positive experience for everyone in the company. They appreciated
the warmth of the promoters’ hospitality, who often showed them around, fed them
and hosted them in their homes.
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“The relationship with rural venues is very different from the relationship with a theatre. It is
much more rewarding. More intimate. They really care about you and want you to be there.
There is an incredible amount of love and care that goes into these relationships and that
was something new for our company.”
§

Rural touring helped the company develop its skills in relating to the audience.

“Rural touring is about valuing the smallest resources, valuing the life of a small locality, a
community.” Lucca explains that: “an important tool for performers is to know how to care
for an audience, how to listen to them, what to give to them. Rural touring has given us
greater skills to consider this in the future. We really care about the audience.”
WEAKNESSES OF RTDI
The only weakness, which was not a weakness of RTDI, was that the first show Protein
toured with RTDI, May Contain Food, was quite experimental – immersive and interactive –
and would have benefitted from more reflection on how best to communicate the audience
experience without removing the sense of surprise: “Maybe we hadn’t explored all the
potential to communicate the piece. In hindsight we could have predicted what the issues
would be and thought about how to avoid misunderstandings. Audiences were naturally
uncertain about what to expect.”
IMPACT ON ARTISTIC PRACTICE
Both shows, May Contain Food and The Little Prince, were adaptations of theatre shows.
Protein didn't create a show specifically for rural touring. Lucca has learnt through the
process of adaptation.
“Through RTDI, I learnt how to scale things down without taking anything away. Actually you
use everything you have. RTDI gave me the opportunity to experiment with how to turn an
existing show into something more interactive and intimate. I have learnt that content can
be adaptable, without losing the integrity of the work. Still having high production values,
still maintaining the impact of the work, but with a reduced capacity.”
Protein is committed to taking work to new audiences – “going to where the people are”
and RTDI confirmed their belief that this was possible and worthwhile. Lucca said that rural
touring is special because it is focused on the audience.
AUDIENCE REACTION
I have 67 responses for The Little Prince. 100% of audience members said show was
memorable, 98% said it was enjoyable, and 100% said it was good or very good in terms of
quality.
“Feel utterly privileged to have had such a high quality dance/theatre experience locally
Thank You Luca!”
“A brilliant show - fantastic performance, great story, a technical tour de force.”
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“Super compelling. Beautiful visuals. I was enthralled throughout. Exquisite movement. It
made me feel as light as the prince - visceral experience.”
“It was inspiring and more accessible than I had imagined.”
ROLE OF RURAL TOURING GOING FORWARDS
Overall, RTDI has increased Protein’s knowledge of rural touring and their passion for it.
However, they couldn't afford to organise a rural tour on their own.
“It is important that RTDI continues, that there is support. We don't have the knowledge of
the schemes. RTDI gave us a frame within which to work. We are interested in continuing
rural touring, but I don't think we have the right capacity.”

UCHENNA DANCE
INTRODUCTION
I interviewed Vicki Igbokwe.
EXPERIENCE OF RURAL TOURING
Vicki said she didn't know rural touring existed before RTDI.
STRENGTHS OF RTDI
The strengths of RTDI were:
§

The support from RTDI was very thorough. For example, the lab didn't assume prior
knowledge.

“RTDI spoke to you at the beginners level, respectfully, working out where you were. I felt
comfortable asking questions. All of this made the learning easier. You didn't feel dumb if
you didn't know something.”
§

Knowing the structure of rural touring, the reliance on local promoters who are usually
volunteers, helped Vicki frame her communication.

“Having that understanding of the promoter, that you are dealing with someone doing it for
the love of it, meant I felt empowered.”
The company loved the connection with the promoters, the feeling that they care and
showed this by cooking homemade meals for them. Vicki had been slightly wary of rural
touring at the beginning because they thought it might be like camping, and none of them
like camping! But actually the performers loved the experience.
“These people have made a decision to invest in us. It felt like someone was giving you the
keys to their home, and saying “do what you want, use the living room and we will get our
friends and family to come and see it”. That is very intimate. It is really helped us to break
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down some of those traditional walls and showed us there are other ways of making
creating work and buildings communication with venues to make that happen.”
§

Vicki thought of Claire as a mentor as well as a partner. Claire gave advice if promoters
were being too demanding and helped Uchenna change their publicity to reach a rural
audience.

“Claire looked at our original copy and said there was a lot of jargon, and this would alienate
people. We realised we had to find a universal language.”
§

The company found a new way to communicate its work. Vicki devised a flier just for
rural touring, but then, after reflection, decided to use this across their work, instead of
the previous format for theatres.

“Simplifying the language opened our work up to more people and removed barriers.”
§

The process helped Uchenna think about ways to adapt the shows. Claire came to a
rehearsal and explained the challenges about having floorwork given the sight lines in
many rural venues.

“Claire asked if we could find a version of the scenes that didn't rely on floor work. We had
to think about the architecture of the space. Overall, I felt I was being mentored to do what
we do in a way that brings maximum results for everyone involved.”
§

Rural touring developed Uchenna’s connection with its audience. Rural touring is special
because of the relationship to the audience.

“It is a different type of connection with your audience, your space and with the venue, the
caretaker. It is more connected. You are much more up close and personal with the
audience.”
“Rural touring is a breath of fresh air. There is instant feedback and we can see that
audience members are not coming with expectations. I noticed that audience laugh at
different places in the show. So rural touring allowed us to rediscover the show we have
made and know so well. I have been able to let go of my preconceived idea of how the work
will be experienced.”
WEAKNESSES OF RTDI
There were no real weaknesses to the support. There were a couple of times Vicki wondered
if the priority was moving too far towards the audience, away from the artistic vision, but
because of the open communication with RTDI this was resolved in a conversation.
IMPACT ON ARTISTIC PRACTICE
RTDI has had a strong and positive impact on Uchenna’s artistic practice.
“RTDI opened up my eyes as a choreographer in terms of the possibilities there are when
you are not working in a theatre space. It has just become part of how we work. I can go into
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a blank space that isn’t a theatre and think “this is exciding how can we put the show into
this space.””
RTDI raised Uchenna’s profile. Vicki made a connection with Divercity (who attended the
show) and has worked with them as an independent choreographer and through Uchenna.
RTDI also strengthened the systems and capacity of the company.
“The layers of complexity in rural touring encouraged us to build our systems. We are a small
and mighty team. Our assistant producer for the tour, now our producer, has grown in
confidence. RTDI has given her wings. And that has positively impact on how she organises
other tours and workshop.”
ROLE OF RURAL TOURING GOING FORWARDS
Vicki says that rural touring is important to the company, however the mechanics, the
logistics and particularly the finances, are challenging.
“It feels as if we have had this great experience and are now expected to figure it out on our
own. We would need increased revenue streams, but if we can make the figures work we
would absolutely love to continue.”
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SCHEME CASE STUDIES
CARN TO COVE
INTRODUCTION
I interviewed Claire Marshall and Tim Smithies.
STRENGTHS OF RTDI
The strengths of RTDI were:
§

The partnership. Claire said the scheme has “a close energetic positive collaborative
relationship with RTDI.” They have become more and more involved in the initiative as
the year have gone by. Before RTDI they already had a relationship with Take Art and
NRTF, but not with the Place, which has really added expertise and kudos.

“RTDI is very much a partnership.”
§

Openness to innovation. RTDI has been open to suggestions from Carn to Cove and also
involved the scheme in piloting its own projects.

“Claire is happy for us to try new ideas. When she can, Claire has been responsive. Within
the boundaries of what is possible, she has been able to find finance which to support our
suggestions. RTDI has been empowering for our organisation. we have had a lot of
qualitative benefits. Claire will also throw ideas at us and we are open to that. We have
taken everything we can.”
§

The quality and diversity of the work. Having the Place and the other partners involved
in curating the menu means that schemes are assured of the quality: “We are already
assured of the quality. RTDI has already considered a diverse range of artists and wide
range of practice.”

“We haven’t had any companies that were disappointing. Shows have been consistently
innovative and interesting and well received. Protein and Lost Dog. We would never have
known of them and without RTDI they would never have discovered us.”
§

The scale of dance programming.

“We were programming dance before, but our offer has been hugely increased by the
offering in the menu.”
§

The skills of promoters.

“RTDI has taken promoters on a journey and given them a feeling of being part of the
initiative. They have been invited to showcases and their voices have been heard.”
§

Advocacy for rural touring.
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“Telling artists about rural touring was transformative for some companies and was useful
for us in terms of being able to shape or influence things like marketing.”
§

The funding. RTDI has enabled schemes to take shows they would never otherwise been
able to afford.

§

Wrap-around content. For example, all shows offered Q&A with the artists. This can
happen with other shows but with RTDI was more structured.

§

Central co-ordination.

“Claire’s role is vital. It was such a big jigsaw puzzle to put together.”
WEAKNESSES OF RTDI
The weaknesses of RTDI are:
§

The menu could have more disabled artists.

§

RTDI was not enough to meet the demand. Carn to Cove has 60 active villages. In any
one season they tended to be offered four shows (and sometimes the dates were close
together rather than spread out). They would have liked to have more shows and more
dates in order to have more of an impact of audiences, as well as supporting
development of local dancers and the local dance scene.

§

More thought needs to be given to coming up with a technological solution to poor sight
lines in non-raked venues.

“There wasn't the resource and time to create the infrastructure to make sight lines better.”
OUTCOMES
The outcomes from RTDI are:
§

There is a group of around six promoters who now understand contemporary dance.

“RTDI had taken promoters and empowered them. That gatekeeper barrier has broken
down.”
§

Claire wouldn't have described herself as a dance fan before RTDI and now she would.

“Some of the most exciting and moving experiences I have had with rural touring have been
through RTDI.”
§

RTDI built an audience for contemporary dance.

“RTDI has raised the bar on the quality of what we have been able to reflect. It has been
reflected in the enthusiasm of promoters and audiences. It has built expectations which will
be a problem if the programme does not continue.”
§

Carn to Cove has attracted a younger audience.
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“Young people are coming to spaces they wouldn't otherwise consider.”
§

RTDI has created a model of excellence.

“The way RTDI has played out, supporting a centre of excellence is a model for how we
upgrade content in other artforms. This is already happening with circus. It is an efficient
process to upskills around a particular discipline.”
§

Carn to Cove is more aware of quality companies.

§

RTDI has shown choreographers there is an audience in rural areas.

“I notice the numbers of people attending and I think we are getting larger numbers than
some dance centres. Dance needs to come out of a black box and into community spaces.”
Dance is special because: “it is joyful, you can really connect with it, the physicality, seeing
the body close to you in a village hall is unique.” Audiences cheer and whoop, whereas in
theatre you might get some polite clapping. “There is a level of enthusiasm and simply
delight at its creativity and uniqueness.”
THE FUTURE
Claire emphasised that RTDI is still needed because: “There is no other way to plug the
funding gap between what artists need and what we can afford to pay. That is the reality.”
Without the menu, Carn to Cove will have “a major gap in their dance programming”.

HIGHLIGHTS
INTRODUCTION
I interviewed Kate Lynch. Highlights hosted one of the dance labs.
STRENGTHS OF RTDI
The strengths are:
§

The detailed support to artists to help them understand rural touring.

“When I took on my role, one of the first things I did was go to an RTDI lab. I was struck by
the time given to giving to explain what rural touring is really like – the magic, but also the
hard work. That is something really different and I wish we could have it for other
artforms.”
§

The introduction to new artists.

“RTDI gives us access to companies we wouldn't otherwise know about as well as
introducing the companies to rural touring.”
§

The quality of the shows.
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“Every season we have one or two RTDI shows. They come badged with the RTDI logo, which
our promoters have come to see a mark of quality. They know they will get a certain quality
of work.”
§

The connections across the network.

“We have two venues that programme dance fairly regularly and would always ask for it.
One of them put on Leviathan and we invited other promoters to see the show. To witness
the quality. That has helped build confidence among promoters.”
§

The quality of marketing from dance companies.

“A lot of dance companies didn't know how to market outside of regular dance audiences.
RTDI has been really helpful in terms of reaching new audiences.”
§

The impact on the audiences.

“When audiences see a company like James Wilton Dance, these big companies you would
never expect to see if your village hall, it gives them a sense of their community being
valued. That is something I hope we can continue and build on.”
WEAKNESSES OF RTDI
The weaknesses of RTDI are:
§

The scale of programming is still insufficient.

“We have a large network, 60 venues across three counties. In a season we get two shows
from RTDI. I struggle in terms of where to place it the dance. I have venues that want to
maintain their dance programming and others wanting to try it. Treading that line, giving a
fair allocation, is quite trickly.”
§

The cost is still expensive.

“The RTDI subsidy has helped to make dance more affordable, but it is still at the top end.
Especially when you factor in accommodation and tech support. Housing five dancers,
especially if they need single beds, is very expensive, especially at the moment.”
§

RTDI adds another layer to the communication between artists and schemes and there
have been cases of misunderstandings. The scheme contracts directly with RTDI, not the
company.

“ Some things get lost in translation. We need a bit more clarity of who is doing what.”
§

Highlights would like to find a way to support local artists.
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OUTCOMES
RDTI has increased the scheme’s commitment to dance. They have two venues (Appleby and
Allendale Village Hall) that have a continuous interest in booking dance, as well as many
others with a more fleeting interest.
“RTDI has given me confidence to programme dance. It has given me knowledge of
companies who are out there and amenable to rural touring. Over the last two years, I was
programming work that wasn't on the RTDI menu. I now have the confidence that we have
promoters who will support dance and audiences who will enjoy it. That has come directly
out of RTDI.”
RTDI has increased the confidence of promoters around dance.
“Before RTDI, promoters were quite nervous about selecting dance. We didn't get many
promoters request it. In recent years more and more venues are willing to take a chance on
it. And venues who have never had it before requesting it. It isn’t always easy to get
promoters to try new things. That willingness to cross artistic genre is a telling sign.”
RTDI has also increased audience understanding of dance.
“Pre RTDI there was a real lack of understanding of what dance could be. Audience
members might assume it was not for them, or too difficult, too challenging. That has
shifted. This is partly because of the selection process, the way RTDI has educated artists
about rural dance. The most successful dance crosses over into theatre and circus, and has a
strong narrative. That is quite a lot of surprise about what contemporary dance can do. It
isn’t just watching people doing stuff in leotards. You don't leave feel like you haven’t
understood something. Our audiences want to be entertained. That narrative arc is quite
important.”
RTDI has supported the Schemes Creative Case for Diversity.
“The breadth of artists is a fantastic part of our programme. Our area is fairly White. We
have diversity in other ways: socio-economic, in terms of disability. Louder is Not Always
Clearer was fantastic, to have an artist talking so passionately and openly about his disability
was phenomenal. Next we have Jo Fong with a theme around aging. RTDI has absolutely
helped the diversity of programme. We don't rely on it, but it what we do.”
THE FUTURE
Highlights is strongly committed to dance going forward. The Northern Consortium is using
the last tranche of RTDI funding to research ways to meet the needs of the very different
schemes in the region. It is difficult for schemes, working on their own, to find dance
companies that are interested in rural touring and understand what it can entail.
“I would hate to think we wouldn't be able to programme the same quality of dance in the
future.”
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ARTSREACH
INTRODUCTION
I interviewed Kerry Bartlet and Yvonne Gallimore. Artsreach has been involved in RTDI from
early on and have hosted two labs.
STRENGTHS OF RTDI
The strengths of RTDI are:
§

The breadth of the offer.

“RDTI has allowed us to offer a larger menu, a wider choice. The subsidy has enabled us to
offer workshops.”
§

Communication with dance companies.

“It helps that Claire comes from a rural touring background. She has helped broker
communication with dance companies. We don't find dance companies easy to approach or
work with. They don't work in the same way as musicians or theatre companies. I feel like
when we talk to dance companies, we are talking to the producers, but those messages
don't always get through to the artists. Claire has been there to negotiate those
conversations. She has a really good way of handling that. She is good a being sympathetic
to the artists as well.”
§

Marketing of shows.

“We are still quite traditional, with a reliance on posters and fliers. I don't know if we will
ever move away from paper. Dance companies don’t always understand that. We need
something that appeals visually but also has space to give information on the venue, price
and where to buy the tickets. Ideally that information needs to be one-sided as some
noticeboards are not large enough to have both sides of a poster. RTDI helped explain all this
and also encouraged companies to produce videos, which is important for an artform that
can be quite intimidating to audiences. The language dance companies use has become
more accessible.”
§

The quality of the show.

“With dance, sometimes the sheer scale of it, gives a big wow factor. Some of the dance
companies have many performers and that is something rural touring isn’t used to. The scale
of what is able to be produced and performed has amazed the audience.”
§

National profile.

“The importance of rural touring is more recognised due to RTDI.”
WEAKNESSES OF RTDI
The weaknesses of RTDI are:
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§

Companies haven’t come forward with suitable shows on their own.

“We thought that once dance companies had toured, we would have dropping into our
inbox information on another show perfect for rural touring. This hasn't happened. I don't
know of a company that has created a new show that has approaches us to tour it. Partly it is
the cost. I guess that this is partly because of cost. One of the benefits of RTDI is that the
work is heavily subsidised. If you are looking at the full cost of the show it is just not doable.”
§

The exclusion of dance companies not on RTDI.

“We can only programme a certain amount of dance. If we programme through RDTI, we
don't have the budget or interest to programme other companies.”
OUTCOMES
RTDI has increased the scheme’s confidence in programming dance.
“What RTDI has done is made us more adventurous in our programming of dance and not
afraid of Q&A sessions. Promoters and audiences are also more confident in us. Everyone
has got more confident in programming dance. It wouldn't have happened without RTDI’s
support. Before RTDI we were apprehensive of using the word “dance”. We would talk about
physical theatre. Now we are using the word “dance”.
RTDI has increased the scheme’s audience for dance, which was already strong.
“We always had a good audience for dance. We have had a fairly strong history of
programming dance. I do think the audiences have increased through RTDI. Audiences have
been amazed to see their venues transformed by innovative lighting or staging. They have
also been reassured to see dance that often has a dialogue, a narrative. The language is
more accessible to audiences and promoters and schemes and artists. RTDI has broken
down those barriers.”
RDTI has brought the schemes and dance agencies together.
“We are working in a more collaborative way to organise tours. RTDI has brought us closer
together. We have stronger communication with Pavilion Dance SW and Dorset Dance.”
THE FUTURE
Although some promoters understand the value of dance, it is still not easy. The length of
the shows – without an interval - reduces the income from bar sales. This is one of the
reasons to have a Q&A.
“At the end of the day, the promoters are working for their local community and are keen to
raise funds for their local venue.”
Without RTDI, Schemes won’t have the funding to provide the same level of tech support.
“We just want RTDI to continue, it is so vital that it does continue.”
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CONCLUSIONS

QUALITY AND DIVERSITY OF SHOWS
RTDI 2’s core aim was to increase the quality and quantity of contemporary dance for
audiences in rural areas. The quality is evidence in responses from surveyed audience
members, Touring Schemes and promoters.
In terms of diversity - out of the shows that toured in autumn 18 and spring 19 from Menu 3
– 30% were either made by BAME choreographers or involved dancers with disabilities. This
percentage rose to 40% for Menu 4 and 65% for Menu 5.

SHOWS AND AUDIENCE NUMBERS
The pandemic affected delivery of the programme. Most shows for Spring 2020 and all
shows for autumn 2020 were cancelled. Menu 5 activity was extended until June 2022 so of
course their attendance figures are not known at this time.
The average attendance increased between menu 3 and 4. The subsequent decrease could
be easily explained by social distancing during the pandemic. However, note that average
attendance is not a particularly meaningful indicator because the venues were not the same
over time (a decline could simply indicator progression towards smaller or more challenging
venues).
FIGURE 59: RTDI PHASE 2 ACTIVITY
Menu and season
Menu 3
Autumn 2018
Spring 2019
Total
Menu 4
Autumn 2019
Spring 2020
Total
Menu 5
Autumn 2020
Spring 2021
Menu 5 rescheduling due to
extension granted until Dec
2021
Autumn 2021
Spring 2022
Total
Digital audiences so far
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Number of
Shows

Total
Attendance

Total
capacity

Average
Attendance

Average
Capacity

33
41
74

1931
1933
3864

2517
2537
5054

52

68

34
16
50

2101
954
3055

2586
1026
3612

61

72

1

53

80

34
15
50

1666
TBC

2252
TBC

48

64

5,069

NA

NA

NA
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However, if we include digital audiences, RTDI has already exceeded its audience target.
4,655 of the digital audience comes from the YouTube of Lost Dog’s Nutshell.
FIGURE 60: AUDIENCE TARGETS
TARGET
198 shows
13,260 audience members

ACTUAL
174
13,687 partly helped by
digital

CONCLUSION
Not met
Met

COMMISSIONING
RTDI met or exceeded its targets for commissioning.
FIGURE 61: TARGETS AROUND COMMISSIONING
TARGET
16 artist supported through labs
3 R&D Commissions

ACTUAL
16
5

CONCLUSION
Met
Exceeded

PARTICIPATION
Participative activity was affected by the pandemic. The participation in youth residencies
was lower than target. However, RTDI organised other activities that were participatory in
nature, such as digital workshops that add perhaps 503 participations, giving a total of 2,708
participations and 162 sessions.
FIGURE 62: TARGETS AROUND PARTICIPATION
TARGET
11 dance ambassadors
3,060 participants in youth
residencies
1,119 participative sessions
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ACTUAL
12
2,205

CONCLUSION
Exceeded
Not met

108

Not met.
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